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Item 8.01.Other Events.
On October 31, 2013, Justice Investors, a California limited partnership (“Justice” or the “Partnership”), sent to all its
limited partners an Offer to Redeem any and all limited partnership interests not held by the Company’s consolidated
subsidiary, Portsmouth Square, Inc., Managing General Partner of Justice, and a Consent Solicitation by Justice.
Justice is: (a) offering $1,385,000 in cash or property for each one percent (1%) limited partnership interest in Justice
that limited partners hold (the “Offer to Redeem”); and (b) seeking approval of its limited partners (the “Consent
Solicitation”) of certain amendments (the “Amendments”) to its Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited
Partnership, effective as of November 30, 2010 (the “Partnership Agreement”), which Amendments will be reflected
in a new Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership (the “Amended Partnership Agreement”).
The terms of the Offer to Redeem, Consent Solicitation and Amendments (collectively, the “Proposal”) were
developed in the course of negotiations between Portsmouth and Evon Corporation (“Evon”), currently co-general
partner, and were summarized in a letter, dated September 19, 2013, sent by Portsmouth, Evon and Justice to the
limited partners (the “Letter”). In the Letter, limited partners were requested to provide a non-binding preliminary
indication of interest in having their limited partnership interests redeemed by the Partnership.
Limited partners wishing to accept the Offer to Redeem have a choice between (a) accepting a simple cash
redemption; (b) electing to participate in an alternative redemption structure, which would allow limited partners to
redeem their partnership interests for certain property; or (c) a combination of a & b.
The structure of the transaction involves Justice funding the redemption of limited partnership interests through a
refinancing of its principal asset, the San Francisco Hilton Financial District (the “Hotel”). Currently, Justice owes
approximately $44.3 million, secured by the Hotel, in loans that come due in 2015. Following the redemption (and
assuming all partnership interests (other than Portsmouth’s) are redeemed), Justice would have a new loan of
approximately $118 million secured by the Hotel, and Portsmouth would become the sole general partner.
The Offer to Redeem is conditioned upon: (1) a minimum tender of at least 34% of the limited partnership interests;
(2) approval by the holders of at least 75% of the limited partnership interests of the Amendments, which will take
effect concurrently with the refinancing of the Hotel; and (3) the consummation of the refinancing of the Hotel.
All limited partners are free to elect to participate in the redemption or not to participate in the redemption. Those
limited partners that do not participate in the redemption (including Portsmouth) will remain as limited partners in
Justice. Assuming that the minimum 34% participation threshold is reached and all other conditions are satisfied, the
limited partnership interests of those limited partners who do not elect to participate in the Redemption will increase
in an amount proportionate with the percentages of the limited partnership interests that are redeemed.
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